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• Quick introduction to CIB method

• Problem definition: Inconsistency, worth a look!

• Method – introduction to succession analysis / network analysis

• Some insights

• Discussion: So what? / How is it useful?

• Conclusion 
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Overview
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• Cross-Impact Methods are heuristic approaches to analyze interdependent systems

based on expert judgements.

• First proposed by Gordon and Hayward (1965-68) in order to better understand

interdependence in socio-technological development and to improve Delphi surveys.

• Cross-Impact Balance Analysis (CIB) is a qualitative type of Cross-Impact Analysis,

designed to construct qualitative scenarios in a semi-formalized way.

• Until now CIB has been used in the various areas, among others capturing framework

assumptions for energy modeling practices (context scenarios).
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Introduction to CIB method

W. Weimer-Jehle, “Cross-impact balances: A system-theoretical approach to cross-impact analysis,” (da), Technological Forecasting and Social Change, vol. 73, no. 4, pp. 334-361, 2006.
http://cross-impact.de
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Deriving Qualitative Scenarios : A Standard Semi-Formalized Procedure

Introduction to CIB method

I. What is necessary to describe 

and to understand the future?

 List of “descriptors”

Step Example

A. Government B. Foreign policy 

C. Economy D. Distribution of wealth 

E. Social cohesion F. Social values 

II. What is the fundamental future 

uncertainty for each descriptor?

 List of qualitative “variants”

F. Social values: F1 Meritocratic

F2 Solidarity

F3 Family 

III.Do the variants influence 

each other?

 List of interdependences

E3. Social cohesion: Riots → F3. Social values: Family

“The occurrence of riots would strongly motivate many 

citizens of Somewhere land to retreat mentally into their 

closer social reference: the family.” 

IV.Which combinations of 

variants are plausible?

 List of qualitative scenarios

Scenario X : [ A3 B1 C3 D2 E1 F1 ]

Scenario Y : [ A3 B2 C3 D2 E1 F1 ]

Scenario Z : [ A2 B1 C3 D2 E2 F1 ] ... 

W. Weimer-Jehle, “Cross-impact balances: A system-theoretical approach to cross-impact analysis,” (da), Technological Forecasting and Social Change, vol. 73, no. 4, pp. 334-361, 2006.
http://cross-impact.de
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Consistency and inconsistency

Introduction to CIB method

A scenario is consistent when:

• Each element is being more 

supported by others than 

inhibited (a mathematical sum 

is considered).

• No alternative state of an 

element is being supported 

more (bigger sum) by others.

• Inconsistency simply means 

that chosen assumptions are 

promoting an alternative state 

than themselves.

E3: Riots            

(S. Cohesion)

+1+1

-1

W. Weimer-Jehle, “Cross-impact balances: A system-theoretical approach to cross-impact analysis,” (da), Technological Forecasting and Social Change, vol. 73, no. 4, pp. 334-361, 2006.
http://cross-impact.de

• Notion of consistency has been a basis for scenario construction and selection.

• Inconsistency at the same time has been noted by some scholars as the potential places 

to discover surprises and out of the box thinking.

• CIB generates scenarios for all possibility space (thousands), but very few among them 

(mainly very less than 1%) are fully consistent and chosen for further analysis.

• For judgement based methods inconsistency might be a result of dissident, biased or 

uncertain opinions.

 A technique to independently investigate inconsistent scenarios seems helpful.
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Inconsistency: worth a look!

Problem Definition

E. Trutnevyte, C. Guivarch, R. Lempert, and N. Strachan, “Reinvigorating the scenario technique to expand uncertainty consideration,” Climatic Change, vol. 135, no. 3-4, pp. 373-379, 2016.
T. O. Mahony, “Integrated scenarios for energy: A methodology for the short term,” (en), Futures, vol. 55, pp. 41-57, 2014. 
R. Lempert, “Scenarios that illuminate vulnerabilities and robust responses,” Climatic Change, vol. 117, no. 4, pp. 627-646, 2013.
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• Succession in CIB terms means to correct inconsistencies of scenarios in a stepwise 

manner, by changing the inconsistent assumptions to their more supported alternative 

states (with already captured judgements), under certain algorithm.

{A1 B1 C1 D1 E1}  {A1 B1 C2 D1 E2}

• A succession might end to a consistent or inconsistent scenario, and the process 

continues until reaching a fully consistent scenario.

• Succession analysis provides the opportunity to connect scenarios and make a network 

of interconnected scenarios. 
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A technique to investigate inconsistency

Succession analysis
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Scenario network

Succession analysis

• Each network has a 

consistent scenario at the 

core.

• Each edge (arrows) denotes 

a correction in one or more 

assumptions used to create 

scenarios.  

• Network can be summarized 

by graph centrality measures 

to reach those scenarios that 

are more resulted and are 

more resulted from network 

hotspots. 

e.g. Patriotic government    

changed into                

Socialist government
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Recurrent patterns, important scenarios

Succession analysis

• A succession network analysis introduces a technique that 

can differentiate between scenarios with a measure other 

than consistency degree.

• A network central position is independent of classic CIB 

measures. E.g. scenarios with high inconsistency scores 

could be more central comparing to the others.

• When considering inconsistency correction, minimum 

inconsistency (-1) is not  guarantee for easier correction 

path. Sometimes a highly inconsistent combination gets 

corrected easier than a lesser one. Thus, inconsistency 

should be considered as a more structural feature for CIB 

scenarios.
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Some insights
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Grunwald (2014) introduces 3 modes of orientation towards futures knowledge:
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So what?! How is it useful?

Discussion

Mode 1 (one future) Mode 2 (selected futures) Mode 3 (open futures)

Approach to the future Predictive: one future Look for a corridor of 

sensible futures

Open space of futures

Spectrum of futures Convergence as ideal Bounded diversity Unbounded divergence

Preferred methodology Quantitative, model-

based

Quantitative or qualitative; 

participatory

Narrative

Knowledge used Causal and statistical 

knowledge, laws

Models, knowledge of 

stakeholders

Associative knowledge, 

arguments

Orientation provided Decision-support, 

optimization

Robust action strategies Self-reflection and 

contemporary diagnostics

A. Grunwald, “Modes of orientation provided by futures studies: Making sense of diversity and divergence,” Eur J Futures Res, vol. 2, no. 1, 2014.

• While in a classic CIB analysis diversity of the futures is bounded to the notion of 

consistency, and sensible futures are sought by employing existing expert/stakeholder 

knowledge (mode 2), wide majority of divergent futures (inconsistent scenarios) are left 

unused.

• However, this set of inconsistent scenarios can be used as a knowledge repository to 

provide a “hermeneutic basis” for better decision making. To learn about our present we 

should first deconstruct the images of futures, in order to reach a common ground for 

dialogue and “deliberate choice”.
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Discussion

A. Grunwald, “Modes of orientation provided by futures studies: Making sense of diversity and divergence,” Eur J Futures Res, vol. 2, no. 1, 2014.
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Some insights

Discussion

1. How our current 

knowledge filters possible 

futures as inconsistent or 

implausible. 

2. What assumptions matter 

more when looking at 

network structure.

4. This graph and paths show 

how we think today and how 

we picture our future. What is 

behind the notion of 

consistency.

3. The graph is a deconstruction

of cross-impact matrix. It can be

used to discuss or reconsider

the judgements behind the

assumptions (e.g. highly central

assumptions can be discussed).

• CIB in its classical form falls under “orientation mode 2” presented by Grunwald. A limited 

diversity of futures is selected bounded to the current expert knowledge as plausible sets 

of assumptions.

• As CIB generates a large body of possible futures, there is a potential for researcher to 

look into a [relative] divergent sets of futures as a basis for “hermeneutics of present”.

• Studying successions network is a tool to deconstruct the concept of consistency and a 

platform to get into discussion about the process of sense making, and converging the 

divergent futures.

• It also provides an opportunity to reconsider some critical assumptions of our cross-

impact matrix.
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Conclusion 
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Succession analysis
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